Application Guidance

Cambridge Creative Encounters
Application Form – Students

Please apply only if you would be able to commit and dedicate time to co-develop the project with a University of Cambridge researcher/research team from the beginning of the Autumn term to November 2021, and if you have the approval of your teacher.

All sections of the application should be filled and submitted latest by 5 pm on 30 June 2021.

IMPORTANT: Please note that the application must be filled in one session. The form does not have a "save and return later" option. If you end your session without completing the form with your final answers, you won't be able to return to it. We recommend looking at the pdf document of the application available here to prepare all the answers and documents required in advance and start filling this form once ready to submit.

If shortlisted, your teacher will contact you at the beginning of Autumn term. The students passing the final selection will have to attend an introduction meeting with the researcher(s) in early September where they will sign final collaboration agreements.

Eligibility
Has your teacher approved that you apply to Creative Encounters?

- Yes, I have the approval of my teacher.
- No, I have not discussed yet with my teacher / my teacher does not approve my application.

Unfortunately, you cannot apply to take part in Creative Encounters without the approval of your teacher. Please discuss your intention to apply with your teacher and if they approve, fill your application by 5 pm on 9 July 2021.

Interests

Which Academic School/s do you think you would be more interested to collaborate with?

This and the follow up questions on subjects within each School are just to have an idea of your interests, but you could still be selected or choose to work with researchers from other Schools.

- **Arts and Humanities** (art history, classics, divinity, English, music, philosophy, languages, ...)
- **Humanities and Social Sciences** (economics, education, history, archaeology, anthropology, politics and international studies, law, land economy, history and philosophy of science)
- **Biological Sciences** (biochemistry, genetics, pathology, pharmacology, physiology, neuroscience, plant sciences, psychology, veterinary medicine, zoology)
- **Physical Sciences** (mathematics, statistics, physics, chemistry, earth sciences, geography, astronomy, materials science)
- **Clinical Medicine** (biostatistics, cognition and brain science, epidemiology, mitochondrial biology, obstetrics and gynaecology, oncology and cancer, paediatrics, psychiatry, public health and primary care, radiology, surgery)
- **Technology** (engineering, biotechnology, computer science, business, sustainability)

Which disciplines within the School of Art and Humanities are you most curious about?
Which disciplines within the Humanities and Social Sciences are you most curious about?

- Architecture and History of Art
- Asian and Middle Eastern Studies
- Classics
- Divinity
- English
- Modern and Medieval Languages
- Music
- Philosophy
- Centre for Research in the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities (CRASSH)
- University of Cambridge Language Centre
- Leverhulme Centre for the Future of Intelligence
- Cambridge Language Sciences
- Cambridge Digital Humanities

Which disciplines within the School of Biological Sciences are you most curious about?

- Economics
- Education
- History
- Archaeology
- Social Anthropology
- Politics and International Studies
- Sociology
- Law
- History and Philosophy of Science
- Land Economy
Which disciplines within the School of Physical Sciences are you most curious about?

- Mathematics (including applied and statistics)
- Chemistry
- Earth Sciences
- Geography
- Astronomy
- Materials Science and Metallurgy
- Physics

Which disciplines within the School of Clinical Medicine are you most curious about?

- Biostatistics
- Oncology and Cancer Research
- Cognition and Brain Sciences
- Epidemiology
- Mitochondrial Biology
- Obstetrics and Gynaecology
- Paediatrics
Which disciplines within the School of Technology are you most curious about?

☐ Psychiatry
☐ Public Health and Primary Care
☐ Radiology
☐ Surgery

☐ Engineering
☐ Biotechnology
☐ Computer Science and Technology
☐ Business
☐ Sustainability

**Applicant**

Please provide your contact details.

We will use these details also to contact you regarding this application form and the selection process.

Full Name (main contact)  
E-mail address  
UK Phone Number

**Motivation, Qualifications/Experience and Portfolio**

**Q3**

Please describe briefly why you would like to take part in this project.

Maximum 1500 characters (space included).
Please tell us about your qualifications and experience working in your creative field.

Maximum 1500 characters (space included).

We would love to see your work. Please provide below weblinks to your portfolio or work if applicable.

We would love to see your work. You can upload here your portfolio or examples of your work as a one page PDF document.